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Here you can find the menu of Darbar Restaurant in New Delhi. At the moment, there are 13 dishes and drinks
on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What T likes about Darbar Restaurant:

all veggie restaurant in the middle of backpackers area good service some food like soups hit and miss but
paneer momos absolutely excellent also great tandoori mix platter with garlic naan bread £10 for 2 with teas read

more. What avinash t doesn't like about Darbar Restaurant:
Food was not tasty . Prices is very high . Value for money is totally zero. Staff service is not good and they dnt
know how to serve food and how to talk with customer uneducated people's working there). All things are worst
there. Wasting of time as well as money . DNT GO THERE read more. In the kitchen of Darbar Restaurant in

New Delhi, original Asian spices delicious traditional meals are prepared, Generally, the meals are prepared in a
short time and fresh for you. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Darbar Restaurant. Anyone
who finds the usual and generally known menus too ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment

and try some unexpected combination of ingredients consume, Dishes are also prepared here, tastily and freshly
with original Indian spices.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LASSI

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

So� drink�
MANGO LASSI

Indisch� Beilage�
PARATHA

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

MANGO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

SALAD

India�
NAAN

GARLIC NAAN

ALOO PARATHA

PANEER TIKKA

BIRYANI
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 10:30 -23:00
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Tuesday 10:30 -23:00
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